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Strategic Acknowledgements  

Dear reader and customer, 

Receive warm greetings and best attitudes from the president of the World 

Federation of Intercultural Journalists (WOFIJ) and hope that this strategic 

acknowledgement will be in your noble objective and undermine it just to 

understand the way journalists are working with you to help. Obviously, the 

current status of journalism is not quite good and bias due to unchangeable 

conditions towards the freedom of expression, human rights, the lacking 

enough or adequate finance and the lack of well enrichment professionalism 

capacity as all these determined issues loom around the globe. 

On behalf of the professional journalists and media communicators around the 

world, I’m here confirming you our readers that there some mutual concerns 

you believe and against us including fake news dissemination in which exist 

part of the world because fake news is cheap to produce, lack of professional 

editing and fact-checking but you also know the existing circumstances may 

exist as well in across the world as I have mentioned it though before or after 

the implementation of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) more thing’s 

will be changed and basically reforming from unfairness image to bringing the 

voice from the voiceless. Then I would like to thank you our readers and friends 

who have helped us with their valuable suggestions and guidance has been 

helpful in various phases of the completion of the broadcasting industry project. 

Last but not the list I would like also to thank my folks and comrades around the 

world for their tireless efforts on helping our customized society who are living 

throughout the world without stigma and discrimination. 

Hon. Rev. Daud Abdi Daud “JOURD” 

WOFIJ, President  

May 8, 2022 
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About Journalism 

 

THE DESCRIPTION OF JOURNALISM 

Apart from the work of gathering, writing, editing, and publishing or 

disseminating news, as through newspapers and magazines or by radio and 

television which are as an example of journalism there another notable kits with 

historic old adageous aspects and meaningful formalities in which are lately 

looms in across the world. 

Commonly, journalism was started from God and reached to society on the soil 

livelihood first though secondly poems makers expanded and joined the 

realitization for journalism and the mass communication at large. However, 

from the beginning to the mid-centuries period journalism measurement scales 

were traditional and modern phragmotic frames as they showed us how we can 

usefully use with each other and understand their relativity but lately another 

important element or subject among them has come with and better known as 

citizen journalism due to, as far as we have received the modern technological 

equipment’s and internetship platform’s. Subjectively, clasafical journalism 

measurement scales or branches are three main divisions including Traditional 

Journalism, Modern Journalism and the citizen journalism. Informatively and 

educatively, the World Federation of Intercultural Journalists (WOFIJ) is thrilled 

to reculturize journalism subject as it is now as three main divisions by 

originally setting up her peer-reviewed image by WOFIJ president on the 

issues that arise for the intersections of measurements, statusly, but when it 

comes expanding, dissemination and advocacy by implementing the course 

correction strategies through the civil societies, and the global institutions and 

processes WOFIJ will play a crucial role on it as member as stakeholdership 

approach in a non-profit way of secrecy. 
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PROTOTYPO OF JOURNALISM DIVISIONS 

1. Traditional Journalism 

2. Modern Journalism 

3. Citizen Journalism  

TRADITIONAL JOURNALISM MATERIALS APPEARANCE 

Routinely, the traditional journalism was started after the world and human 

creation while religious scripts was the first print papers including the poems, 

religion festivals, storytelling books and papers as well as bulletins and the 

graphic arts through walls, and slogans. 

MODERN JOURNALISM MATERIALS APPEARANCE 

The modern journalism is just the technical based print newspapers, radio 

stations, televisions, websites and telecommunications. 

CITIZEN JOURNALISM MATERIALS APPEARANCE  

The citizen journalism is just the latest social media linkages through on the 

internet-based mass communication including Facebook, LinkedIn, Ning, 

twitter, WhatsApp, viber, IMO, BlogSpot and etc. 
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JOURNALISM ELEMENTS/CATEGORIES 

 

The Common types of elemental journalism categories; 

Investigative Journalism 

Watchdog Journalism 

Printing and Online/ Journalism 

Broadcast radio and television Journalism 

Science Journalism. 

Sports Journalism. 

Economic Journalism 

Peace, Political and Conflict Sensitive Journalism  

Social arts and Entertainment Journalism 

Agricultural Journalism  

Environmental and Biodiversity Journalism  

Health and Medical Journalism  
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Financial Views 

Apart from the public media outlets, the private sector media is really under 

undescribed conditions because most of them are property of political 

personals, business groups, civil society networks and unprofessional 

individuals. It’s difficult to evaluate the pure financial status on the above-

mentioned media outlets. 

 

Obviously, according to the international media rights treaties such outlets are 

lack of structure to effectively generate revenue and instead rely on financing 

from powerful groups and often secret backers. In addition to that, there is 

some part of UN funded media outlets but their reporting is under control and 

bias. 

 

JOURNALISM PROFESSIONALS’ INCOME 

 

The national average salary for a journalist is almost a very little amount 

worldwide, salary estimates are based on what the journalist do to write or 

broadcast so they have not well payment but their reporting measurement is 

higher than before the technology innovations arrivals. 

 

At sometimes, there is journalism awards, scholarships and grants in which are 

the good opportunity secrets they can indirectly obtain some benefits. 
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Challenges & Opportunities 

Death displacements: 

Professional journalists and media workers are always face death threats 

almost causes their death and direct murder while the perpetrators are 

unidentified killers mostly though some killers arrested and sentenced in few 

countries worldwide. 

 Noticeably according to the WOFIJ research, seven hundred and fifty-two 

(752) journalists and media workers were killed since 2011 to 2021 worldwide 

without meaningful reasons so how much you can feel that they are still 

missing or wounded due to their profession.   

Threats and Arrests: 

Journalists always face direct and indirect violence and intimidation for 

exercising their fundamental right to freedom of expression. The range of 

threats they are confronted to include murder, kidnapping, hostage-taking, 

offline and online harassment, intimidation, enforced disappearances, arbitrary 

detention and torture. 

Lack of Professionalism: 

Coming from a journalism background is not sufficient, there is also in 

adequate physical expression for understanding and about her skillness usage 

in terms of where it was started, how and why and her probability limitation-

point because its oceanic subjective version of skill in which everybody can 

make it a common destructive purpose which can result Loss and Damage. In 

addition to that, there should also be professional engagement, such as 

producing documentaries, regular news dissemination and features. 

Type caption here. 
 
To replace the 
picture with your 
own, select it and 
then press Delete. 
You will see a 
placeholder that 
you can click to 
select your image. 
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Awards, Scholarships and Grants: 

There trustful journalism awards annually in across the world in order to 

encourage them and let them better understand why they work and what they 

are supposed to mitigate, For the freelance and the working journalists, a 

fellowship from a university or foundation can be the best thing to reinvigorate 

your career, providing funding and other assistance for reporting projects, 

study and their time repayment means.  

Travel & Tourism: 

A media tour is a series of face-to-face meetings between individuals, such as 

company executives and political candidates, and news media outlets. They 

are designed to build relationships with news media and generate news 

coverage for company or campaign activities. 

Mostly, the public relations firms and destination marketing organizations 

(DMOs) are responsible for inviting journalists and bloggers on press trips or 

arranging media visits, both group and individual. They’re your best source for 

getting a media FAM trip invitation. 
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Independent Press Rights Reports 

 

Obviously, press freedom of express and their access to information is 

imperative one but with a lot of worry if they didn’t make sure a reliable and 

neutral news coverage. The World Federation of Intercultural Journalists 

(WOFIJ) assesses the challenges for media and online freedom in its first ever 

press Freedom and conditions report in which is independent monitoring and 

evaluation reportage papers towards journalism skills at large and the Media 

and Freedom on her professional’s reports. 

 

 Each categorial skill among Journalism branchial levels should be underlined 

as atomic frame of mass communication matter in which can easily change 

society vision and mission or can kill and rid of the common community unity, 

progress and peace but it depends on the professional’s dissemination protocol 

and control. Freedom of the press gives the printer or publisher exclusive 

control over what the publisher chooses to publish, including the right to refuse 

to print anything for any reason. If the author cannot reach a voluntary 

agreement with a publisher to produce the author's work, then the author must 

turn to self-publishing. 

 

Protected by the First  and the second holy religious scripts as pathways 

manuscriptal English-latino version and Arabic version,  free press helps 

maintain the balance of power in governmental or societal issues exist 

everywhere in the world even without journalists no one could report when 

earthquakes or disasters occur  but now journalists worldwide have been killed 

while working to fulfill their essential role in free and open societies and that is 

not goodwise and prohibited idea within holy religious books as well. 

 

Almost, the religious leader’s papers, public dispatches and communiques 

should be reviewed, edited and double controlled due to the social interest, 

peace and unity because it can cause the C4VE norms and differentiates the  

social opinion’s. 
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 JOURNALISM ROLE ON PEACE & SOCIAL SECURITY  

 

Everybody should be in love journalism and focus on her integral participation 

for the whole human being and the nature development because media role is 

central to the transformation on any society. Media is recovering the nature 

similarity, social freedom and development. 

 

WOFIJ is proposing that media is not telling on her story and doing its own 

programs but it works with the whole world society in a democratic way. As 

result of that, investment in media should be a priority to the whole customary 

stakeholders including the governments, civil society groups, education 

institutions, business groups, Aid organizations and independent policy makers 

group. 

 

The media outlets and the professional journalists and writers must be 

watchdogs, social gatekeepers and the eye of the community they work for.    
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God’s Golden Praise for Journalism Skill 

Traditionally, the media have been most involved in the presentation of religion 

through journalism means as it was the first gate and faith storytelling papers 

and dispatches dissemination in kind. Detectively, the mass media formals in 

the past era was began with the development of a mass press through suing 

how the religious scholars and poem writers alert the community  and in 

addition to the development of new audiences and new economies, it also 

developed new content. The constant uploading and sharing of information 

through social networking sites exposes young adults to a plethora of beliefs, 

ideas and practices. The research findings indicate that those who abstain from 

social media have a higher chance of attending regular church services. 

Religious media is the utilization of media, through its unique identity, to 

achieve religious objectives, ultimate goals, and divine aspirations, rather than 

monopolistic teachings and beliefs of religion. 

What was the impact of press on religion? 

With an increase in literacy, the more opportunities to own personal religious 

texts and growth of individual reading, the printing press ultimately undermined 

the Catholic Church and disrupted the European religious culture by spreading 

religious knowledge and shifting the power to the people so not only Europe 

even many parts in Asia, America and Africa. 

How can social media affect religion? 

The constant uploading and sharing of information through social networking 

sites exposes young adults to a plethora of beliefs, ideas and practices. The 

research findings indicate that those who abstain from social media have a 

higher chance of attending regular church and mosques services. 
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THE IGNOTORIAL MINDIVE FORAY ONESTIVE LAWSUIT CHARTER FOR 

MEDIA/CIVITELLER 

As God marked his own magnetic words towards the media freedom and the 

professional journalists and writers at all through his open-minded creature 

specially the human being society through their hearts due to shifting their 

positive narratives about self-freedom not only the media professionals and by 

saying “And telling our story does not mean lying about ourselves does not 

mean hiding any problems but it means telling the full story about ourselves but 

freedom for me you can never be free unless you love yourself. “For a start, 

and loving your selves means telling your story from the way you see it”. 
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ABOUT WOFIJ & HER ACTIVITIES 

Preface 

The International Federation of Disastrous Reporters (IFDR) in which was none 

governmental, nonprofit, non-politician entity, founded by a young Somali 

journalist named Daud Abdi Daud on October 21, 2011 who is well energetic 

prominent and well respected journalist in the African continent and in the 

world but now it was changed the World Federation of Intercultural Journalists 

(WOFIJ). The World Federation of Intercultural Journalists (WOFIJ) aims to 

remind the human kinds at all the legality processes could cause interactions 

between one or more cultures because along with other Aid and humanitarian 

emergency professionals, journalists are often “first responders” when an 

earthquake, prolonged conflict, civil war or a terrorist attack devastates a 

community. 

The reason being behind WOFIJ Strategically is that the media practitioners 

face the challenge to identify resources that could provide early notification 

about developing stories related to humanity issues; background information; 

and timely, accurate reports about human kind’s events existing in their 

livelihoods. As well as to limit the lack of specialized group of media 

professionals who are responsible human kinds intercultural issues reporting 

that might compromise accuracy or carefulness in reporting the topic.  

However, WOFIJ needs to designate and train intercultural issues reporting by 

its member journalists associations by increasing the number of reporters who 

cover the area and just as many media today designate reporters to cover 

politics, financial markets, and other specific “beats.” 
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The most intercultural relief comes from within developed and the developing 

world in which consists of seven livelihoods from the Skyage zone to under-

ground territory according to the God holy adages by means of heritage 

storytelling the World Federation of Intercultural Journalists (WOFIJ) will cover 

efforts by indigenous societies and individuals to prevent, anticipates, and 

responds to climate change. 

WOFIJ MISSION 

The mission of the World Federation of Intercultural Journalists (WOFIJ) is to 

build into a strong, independent and committed to promote excellence in 

intercultural coverage journalism worldwide by supporting journalists and the 

writers in the globe through advocacy building efforts by means of theology 

respect within the communities due to social awareness. 

WOFIJ VISION 

The vision of the World Federation of Intercultural Journalists (WOFIJ) is to 

build WOFIJ into a strong, independent and committed apex organization by 

promoting excellence by way of intercultural coverage within the journalism 

industry. 

Finally, the WOFIJ headquarter is located in Mogadishu, the capital city of 

Somalia and it is a Somalian charity organization registered in Somalia and is a 

network and Global association dedicated to promoting education 

understanding and awareness of the intercultural side effects in which might 

cause infect through the honest and accurate reporting of local, regional and 

international side by side management and development issues. It acted as the 

head of national intercultural reporting journalist associations or media 

organizations of more than 194 countries in the world. WOFIJ is the newest 

and will be the largest organization of professional journalism industry of more 

than 194 countries in the globe. 
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As result of that, it will try her best to handle GBV’s and Intercultural related 

matters which can erupt ongoing mistakes for Gender Intercultural based 

dissimilarities among all communities and their leadership but in which can 

caused death and refugee crisis in across the world yet part of the whole 

nation’s administration died partly gender based violence and PCVE issues 

related with inheritance issue, they have remaining same illiterate condition 

related to the inheritance projects and continuing living nations approved the 

inheritance charter through the United Nations (UN) system. 

That is why Mr. Daud Abdi Daud formed the World Federation of Intercultural 

Journalists (WOFIJ) because it was the Year 1975 looms large in the annals of 

Somali history. It was also the year the United Nations General Assembly 

proclaimed as International Women’s Year. The special objective of 

International Women’s Year was to promote equality between men and 

women. 

WOFIJ will be the county reminding everyone’s hundred years of age in the 

past and ahead due to the human kind’s illiteracy including the media 

professionals and will also open a new window by thematic research 

approaches. 

WOFIJ MEMBERSHIP 

Journalists worldwide are invited to apply for membership in the World 

Federation of Intercultural Journalists (WOFIJ). Join several colleagues from 

more than 194 nations in across the globe as together we build a respected 

professional body that can transcend national and regional biases to become a 

compelling voice, a trusted source of support and an indispensable resource 

for journalists worldwide reporting on Intercultural related issues. 
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Key membership criteria are that: 

The WOFIJ strongly recommends individuals in each country to come together 

and form a national association of Intercultural journalists association or 

environment union. The World Federation of Intercultural Journalists (WOFIJ) 

accepts organizations that are a group of science/environment, health and 

ethical journalists. Organizations can work at city, provincial, state, regional, 

national or international level and include members of other professions like 

science topics writers, public information officers, and researchers, 

Those not fulfilling the above criteria but wish to be associated with our 

activities can do so by applying to be a partner of the World Federation of 

Intercultural Journalists (WOFIJ). 

Send Us your membership inquiry by email to get the World Federation of 

Intercultural Journalists (WOFIJ) Membership Application Form. Fill in the form, 

print it and send it on info@circles-dg.org   

WOFIJ CAMPAIGNS AHEAD; 

The World Federation of Intercultural Journalists (WOFIJ) is a global media 

inter-governmental union by development & education organization. We strive 

for media professionals & citizens prosperous at all levels and that encourage 

all who engage in journalism to take responsibility for the information they 

provide, regardless of extraordinary. The World Federation of Intercultural 

Journalists (WOFIJ) aims to remind the human kinds at all the legality 

processes could cause interactions between one or more cultures because 

along with other Aid and humanitarian emergency professionals, journalists are 

often “first responders” when an earthquake, prolonged conflict, civil war or a 

terrorist attack devastates a community. 

 

mailto:info@circles-dg.org
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ScinceDirect: 

Whereas the human being in this globe united one organization better known 

as the United Nations (UN) and where the Charter of the United Nations of 

1945 is the foundational treaty of the United Nations community, in which is as 

an intergovernmental organization WOFIJ is launching a global campaign on 

dignity, intercultural freedom through societal heritage independence and 

human rights in across the world. WOFIJ acknowledged that the current 

Universal human dignity can only become a reality through respect for the full 

range of human rights in which from inadequate housing and physical integrity 

to access to information. 

Popularly, as we approach the adoption of the Universal Declaration of Human 

Rights, the aspirations for a world free from want as well as fear is unrealized 

for millions of people living injustice, routinely denied many if not all of their 

human rights. 

WOFIJ supports the Golden Rule in which is the principle of treating others and 

the nature as one’s self would wish to be treated. We have partnered with 

Charter for Compassion, the United Religions Initiative (URI), and other 

organizations around the world to share stories, songs and performances, and 

discussions about the importance of the Golden Rule, compassion, peace and 

kindness in changing our world. We will soon be posting the different activities 

happening globally.  
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WOFIJ is seeking to unite all human being theological theory in a peaceful 

manner and optimistic to ask them how they can believe one God and expect 

to divide into two different societies united with two different organizations in a 

livelihood way of life according to God’s holly manuscripts in general specially 

the expensive ideals within the Ephesian holy manuscript storytelling’s 

including the Arabic version holy Koran script in which is the latest religious 

amendment theological theory after the Latino-English version holy Bible 

Script. The Arabic and English languages was the first big Latino-dosoundic 

version linguals as the holistic religious storytelling pathways in the nature and 

in representing the theologic faithful stories believer’s as the holy ephisianic 

way of in general lifeline principals. 

If you have any advocacy needed issues around the world please don’t 

hesitate to contact Us: regions@circles-dg.org 
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INDEX 

WOFIJ   -- World Federation of Intercultural Journalists  

IFDR – International Federation of Disaster Journalists 

URI  -- United Religions Initiative  

Golden Rule --  is a universal principle shared by nearly all cultural, spiritual, religious, and 

secular traditions on Earth. Every April 5. 

Ignotorial – someone who is self-sufficient and feels happy his own feet 

Onestive – the regime  

Civiteller – the writer or someone who is a journalist 

Skyage – at the domesday period 

Ephesian –  is the landsters scriptive way of principal  

UN --  The United Nation 

PCVE  --  Preventing Countering Violent Extremism  

-- Foray  someone who makes dictations  

Dosoundic  --  is matter you can understand how alphabetical or numerical words sound 

can be changed into third meaning.  

Mindive  --   someone who don’t like what matters his absent mind   

Company Information 
26 June street, Hodon district, Mogadishu-Somalia 

Tel: +252616349997 

Website: www.circles-dg.org  
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